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Brand New. #1 New York Times bestselling author Sherryl Woods
returns listeners to her world of strong friendships and heartfelt
emotions in this classic Sweet Magnolias novel. Maddie
Townsend might live in a town called Serenity but there s been
nothing calm or peaceful about her life since her marriage
broke up. This stay-at-home mom has no job skills, an out-of-
control sixteen-year-old son, a talkative fourteen-year-old who s
suddenly gone silent, a six-year-old daughter whose heart is
broken, an ex-husband whose younger girlfriend is expecting
their baby and two best friends who think she s somehow
qualified to help them open a fitness spa for women. But if
Maddie is a tad on edge with all that on her plate, it s nothing
compared to the chaos that ensues when she discovers that her
son s baseball coach has feelings for her and the whole town
disapproves. Maddie s faced a lot of challenges lately with
strength and resolve, but Cal Maddox may turn out to be more
than she can handle. Then again, he could just be the one man
in all...
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This is the finest book i have got study right up until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- K ea nu Johns-- K ea nu Johns

This is the finest book i have read until now. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You can expect to like just how the
author compose this ebook.
-- Tobin Lesch-- Tobin Lesch
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